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1.  Who among the following use experimental method of reasoning in philosophy? 

a) Kant b) Berkeley c) Hume 

2. Who adapt the idea that reality is atomic in structure? 

a) Strawason b) Russell c) Davidson 

3. Mechanical philosophy was introduced by-------- 

a)Descartes b) Hume c)Hegel 

     4. Mathematical principles of Natural philosophy was written by--------- 

          a) Copernicus b) Leibniz c) Isaac Newton 

   5. Relativity theory is introduced by--------- 

      A ) Newton b) Einstein c) Copernicus 

  6. ‘Religious truth is subjectivity ‘is the view of ------- 

            a) Kierkegaard b) Heidegger c) Sartre 

7. ‘Our knowledge of the external world’ is written by ------- 

  

a) Frege b)Russell c) Davidson 

 8. Who among the following philosopher denied the self, existence of the external world, 

existence of God? 

 a) Berkeley b) Hume c) Locke 

9. According to   Hegel philosophy of Religion must be------ 



     a) Natural b) historical c) scientific 

10. Theory of description is associated with------------- 

       a) Russell b) Moore c) Carnap 

11. The copy theory of language was introduced by------------ 

      a)Russell b ) Carnap c) Wittgenstein  

12. Who determined the aim of philosophy is “To show the fly the way out of the fly bottle”? 

         a) Moore b) Frege c) Wittgenstein 

13. The question of being is related with-------- 

         a) Epistemology b) Metaphysics c) Ethics 

14. Ionian metaphysics is related with--------- 

   a) Natural things b) super sensible c) Non natural 

15. Who among the following introduces a super sensible substance? 

  a) Thales b) Heraclitus c) Anaxagoras  

16. The questions of nature, validity of knowledge related to the area of----------- 

      a) Metaphysics b) Epistemology c ) Axiology 

17. “An unexamined life is not worth living”. Who state these words? 

        a) Socrates b) Aristotle c) Plato 

18. According to Aquinas an infinite series of reason   is repugnant to---------------- 

       a) Revelation b )faith c)Reason 

19. Which theory support the idea that rightness of actions depends solely on their consequence? 

  a) Consequentialism b)de ontological c)Virtue ethics  



20. Which of the following is the best example of sense datum? 

       a) Table b)string of ball c) a patch of color  

21. What kind of knowledge does Russell first distinguishes? 

      a) Knowledge of doubt b) Knowledge of truth c) Knowledge of reality 

22. Which of the following is the best example of universals?  

       a) A spatial relation b) barking dog c) a patch of red 

23. From what logical process do we gain knowledge of universals by way of particulars 

          a)comparison b) Induction c)Deduction 

24.” The philosophers as such is not interested in the facts of experience “ is the dictum of--------

----- 

  a) Schlick  b)Wittgenstein c)Russell 

25. The metaphysics of middle age is characterized by--------------- 

       A )Ionian naturalism b)Aristotelian ontology c) xeno’s skepticism 

26. Who introduces the synthetic judgment a priori? 

     a) Kant b) Hegel c)Hume 

     27. Universals are mere names is the view associated with-------------- 

          a) Nominalism b) pragmatism c) idealism 

28. Things of themselves is in the world of------------------ 

        a)Phenomenal b)Noumenal  c)Universals  

29. Hume distinguishes proposition in to----------- 

   a)Relation of ideas and matters of fact b)  cause and effects c)Necessity and contingency 



30. Theory of description associated with--------------- 

         a)Moore b) A.J. Ayer c) Russell 

31. “The elimination of metaphysics through the logical analysis of language “, the article 

written by------ 

           a) Russell b) Moore c) Carnap 

32. The distinction between practical verifiability and verifiability in principle is introduced by --

-------- 

         a) A.J .Ayer b)Moore c) Carnap 

33. Protocol proposition contains ----------- 

        a)Name or description of an observer b) the context in which the sentence utter c) none of 

these 

34. Logical atomism is associated with-------- 

       a) Leibniz b) Russell c)Ayer 

35. A statement is true  if and only if it is empirically verifiable  is the principle of------------ 

         a) Tolerance  b) verification c) negation 

36. Subjective idealism is also known as------------- 

      a)Repersentationalism  b) Mentalism c) idealism 

37. mark the subjective idealist 

     a) Hume b) Berkeley c) Plato  

38. “Esse est percipi” is associated with------- 

       a) Subjective idealism b) objective idealism c) Repersentationalism 

39. The world by itself has a mind  is theory of ----------- 



   a)   Objective idealism  b) subjective idealism c) innatism 

40. Who among the following are objective idealist? 

      a) Plato b) Russell c) Hume  

41. The ideas that we have in our mind and objects in the world have a communication through 

the rational way is theory related to---------- 

   a) Subjective idealism b)objective idealism c)phenominalism 

   42. Material world is the creation of mind is associated with------------ 

           a) Realism b) idealism c) pluralism 

43. According to ---------------there is absolute idea which is the ultimate  reality 

      a) Absolute idealism b) phenomenal idealism c) pragmatism 

44. Mark the absolute idealist 

       a) Berkeley b) Locke d) Hegel 

45. The world is known through the combined works of sense organs and mind  is the view of----

------- 

       a) subjective idealism b) objective idealism c) phenomenal idealism 

46. The absolute view of space is rejected by------------ 

       a) Leibniz b)popper c)Hume 

47. The absolute view of space is accepted by--------- 

     a) Newton b)Leibniz c) Popper 

48. According to Leibniz  absolute Space is---- 

        a)coherent b)incoherent c)none of these 

49. The principle of identity of indiscernibles is related with------- 



        a) Newton b) Einstein c) Leibniz 

50. Who accepts the Cartesian innatism in language ? 

        a)Noam chomsky b) Quine c)Carnap   

51. Principle of universal grammar introduced by-------------- 

 a)Descartes b) Chomsky c) Quine  

52. Materialism means------ 

  a) Matter alone is real b) mind alone is real c) mind and matter is real 

53. According to Descartes , “ Where the soul has its principle seat”? 

 

a)Pineal gland b)Pituitary gland  c) hypothalamus 

54.  Author of the book  passion of soul 

     a) Descartes b) Spinoza d)Leibniz 

 

55. Incorrigibility is the term philosophers, especially Descartes, have given to __________. 

a)Mind body relation  b) Method in philosophy c) the immediate certainty of our own conscious 

experiences. 

56. Intentionality may be defined as __________. 

     a)instinct b) intuition c)aboutness 

57 Aristotle’s philosophy soul as --------- 

a) Matter b) form of the body c) idea of the body 

58. Systematically mis leading expression is  related with--------- 



              a) Gilbert Ryle b) Dummett c) Davidson 

59 . concept of mind was written by------------- 

         a)Gilbert Ryle b) Descartes c) Spinoza 

60. Category mistake introduced by  

     a) Descartes  b)Leibniz c) Gilbert Ryle 

61. Husserl's conception of consciousness is called __________. 

       a) Intentionality b) intuition c) intellect 

62. Spinoza’s Mind body problem is known as------------- 

       a) Pre- established harmony b) Psycho physical parallelism c) interactionism 

63. Turing Machine experiment is introduced by----------- 

     a)Alan Turing b) David Chalmers c) Thomas Nagel 

64. “What is it like to be a bat” is written by------------ 

         a) Thomas Nagel  b) Alan Chalmers c) David Chalmers 

65.Physicalism is the theory holds the view that----- 

    a)All mental phenomena are ultimately physical phenomena b) mental phenomena are 

different from physical phenomena c) Both a and b 

66. Compatibilism  means--------- 

     a)Indeterminate will b)determinate will c)Determinism and freewill are mutually compatible 

67. What is natural theology? 

      a)Nature and God is one b) nature is different from God c)arguments for God based on 

reason and evidence 

68. A numinous experience is------------- 



        a) Natural experience of God b)Experiencing the power or presence of diety  

69. A truly logical and scientific statement has to be ---------- 

      a)falsifiable b)Evidential c)A priori 

70. Verification principle is associated with------- 

      a)Ayer b) Kant c) Hegel 

71. The Ontological argument was put forward by 

 a). St. Thomas Aquinas  b.)St. Augustine c. )St. Anselm 

72. The ‘Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion’ has been written by:  

a.) Immanuel Kant b.) David Hume c.) St. Thomas Aquinas 

73. The Ontological argument is an argument to prove the existence of 

 a.) The world b) God c)Evil 

74. What is Freud's view of religion? 

   a) A traditional obsession b)creation of mind c) .A universal, obsessional  neurosis 

75. Coherence theories, correspondence theory, pragmatic theories are related to 

        a)Truth b)causal  c) both a &b  

76. The truth of the conclusion of an argument is logically derivable from the truth of its 

premises   

      a) coherence theory b)correspondence theory c)pragmatic theory  

77. you know “ Snow is white “ if and only if snow is white  

a) coherence theory b)correspondence theory c)pragmatic theory 

78. the truth of a belief is tested by its results when it is put in to operation and satisfactory 

results 



 

a) coherence theory b)correspondence theory c)pragmatic theory 

79. Truth is a property  of extensive body of inter related statements, hence,statements have 

degrees of truth and falsity is--------- 

a) Coherence theory b)correspondence theory c)pragmatic theory 

80 . A statement is true it correspondent to fact is called 

       a)correspondence theory of meaning b) coherence theory of meaning c)both a and  

81. causes are regularly followed by their effect is associated with the theory of---------- 

     a)  Entailment theory of causation b) Regularity theory c)Pragmatic theory 

82. Hume’s theory of causation is known as------------- 

       a) Entailment theory b) Regularity theory c) pragmatic theory 

83. Refined form of regularity theory is proposed by--------- 

     a)J.S.Mill b) James Mill c) Hume  

84. Who connected the regularity theories with laws of nature? 

    a) Hume b) J.s Mil c) David Lewis 

85. The refined and generalized form of regularity theory is known as-------------- 

        a) advanced regularity theory b) Entailment theory c)inferential theories of causation 

86. “Cause effect relationship is a logical necessity” Which theory argue for this? 

         a)Entailment theory  b) Regularity theory c) Pragmatic theory 

87. Entailment theory is  hold by------------ 

       a) Rationalist b) Empiricist c) Pragmatic  



88. Causality rest on causal relation between causes of action and its result  Which theory 

advocate this? 

  a) Regularity b) Entailment c) pragmatic 

89. Distributive justice is the combination of -------- 

 A rights and duties b) social and economic justice c)constitutional remedy 

90. Rawl’s principle of distributive justice is based on the notion of---------- 

     a)Difference principle b)Rights c)Duties 

91. Greek concept of justice was----------- 

       a)Legal b)moral c)political 

92. concept of distributive justice is introduced by------------- 

     a)Aristotle b) Plato c) Socrates  

 93. What are the grounds of Distributive justice? 

      a)merit and desert b)merit only c) merit, desert, and need 

94. The Rawlsian notion of justice is---------- 

   a)utilitarianism b) communitarianism c)  pragmatism  

95. The term justice is derived from the Latin word--------- 

     a)Justitia b) Justitia c)none of these 

96. Which among the following is not a normative science 

     a) Metaphysics b) Ethics c) aesthetics 

97. What are the created substances, according to Descartes? 

  a) Mind body b) Human being and animals c)plants and animals 



98 Republic was written by---------- 

a) Aristotle b) Plato c) Marx 

99. Dialetical materialism was  introduced by------ 

   a) Hegel b) Marx c)Engels  

100. Marx adapted the idea of dialectics from----------- 

         a) Engels b) Hegel c) kant  

        

Answer key 

1. C 

2. B 

3. A 

4. C 

5. B 

6. A 

7. B 

8. B 

9. B 

10. C 

11.  C 

12. C 

13. B 

14. A 

15. C 

16. B 

17. A 

18. C 

19. A 



20. C 

21. B 

22. A 

23. B 

24. A 

25. B 

26. A 

27. A 

28. B 

29. A 

30. C 

31. C 

32. A 

33. A 

34. B 

35. B 

36. A 

37. B 

38. A 

39. A 

40. A 

41. B 

42. B 

43. A 

44. C 

45. C 

46. A 

47. A 

48. B 

49. C 

50. A 



51. B 

52. A 

53. A 

54. A 

55. C 

56. C  

57. B 

58. A 

59. A 

60. C 

61. A 

62. B 

63. A 

64. A 

65. A 

66. C 

67. C 

68. C 

69. A 

70. A 

71. C 

72. B 

73. B 

74. C 

75. A 

76. B 

77. B 

78. C 

79. A 

80. A 

81. B 



82. B 

83. A 

84. B 

85. C  

86. A 

87. A 

88. C 

89. B 

90. A 

91. B 

92. A 

93. C 

94. B 

95. B 

96. A 

97. A 

98. C 

99. B 

100.B 

 

 


